City of Palo Alto

(ID # 5937)

City Council Staff Report
Report Type: Action Items

Meeting Date: 8/17/2015

Summary Title: VTA Call for Projects
Title: Proposed Response to the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority's
(VTA's) "Call for Projects" for Inclusion in the Countywide Long-Range
Transportation Plan (VTP 2040) & Discussion of the Potential Envision Silicon
Valley 2016 Transportation Tax Measure
From: City Manager
Lead Department: Planning and Community Environment
Recommendation
Staff recommends that the City Council:
(1) Review and authorize the Mayor to sign onto a joint letter to the Santa Clara Valley
Transportation Authority (VTA) from up to eleven North County and West Valley cities;
(2) review and authorize a response to the VTA “Call for Projects” consisting of the attached
lists of proposed transportation projects; and
(3) adopt principles to guide City advocacy for projects and programs for inclusion in the
Countywide long-range transportation plan (VTP 2040) and the Envision Silicon Valley
2016 tax measure.

Executive Summary
As Santa Clara County’s Congestion Management Agency, the Valley Transportation Authority
(VTA) is responsible for preparing and adopting countywide long-range transportation plan
documents. The VTA has begun a process to update its current transportation plan, VTP 2040,
to track with the Metropolitan Transportation Commission’s (MTC’s) development of a new
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), also known as Plan Bay Area. Projects included in the
countywide VTP will not only serve as recommendations for inclusion in the RTP, but will also
provide a pool of candidate projects for a potential County 2016 transportation sales tax
measure.
This Council Report provides the City Council with an update and overview of the City of Palo
Alto-requested projects proposed for inclusion in the current VTP 2040 update process, as well
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as a discussion of, and suggested policy principles in regard to, the Envision Silicon Valley
process for a potential 2016 transportation tax measure.

Background
To initiate an update to its current transportation plan, VTP 2040, the VTA has issued a Call for
Projects (see Attachment A) and is requesting VTA member agencies update their existing VTP
2040 project lists and submit any new projects intended for completion within the VTP’s 2040
planning horizon. The deadline for agencies to update their VTP project lists was recently
extended to August 31, 2015.
VTA has also been discussing the possibility of placing a sales tax measure on the November
2016 ballot to enhance transit, pavement maintenance, highways, expressways and active
transportation (bicycles, pedestrians, and complete streets), with the idea that a tax measure, if
approved by the voters, could support implementation of some of the projects in the VTP 2040
plan. (For example, the City Council recently heard a presentation from County representatives
about their County Expressway Plan, which identifies projects the County may wish to include
in the plan and at least partially fund through the sales tax measure.)
It should be noted that countywide transportation sales tax measures in California have often
employed a strategy of combining a list of specific major regional projects to be funded with
separate program categories within which smaller-scale projects (such as street repaving or
Transportation Demand Management) would be subsequently identified and funded. Projects
of significant local importance (such as rail grade separations) could also form a crossover
category, in which the tax measure designates a funding level and specific projects are
subsequently selected based on certain criteria.
To solicit input and better educate stakeholders, VTA has launched Envision Silicon Valley; a
campaign aimed to engage community leaders in a visioning process to discuss current and
future transportation needs, identify solutions and develop funding priorities. In order to be
considered for potential funding through the 2016 County transportation tax measure, projects
should be included in the VTP 2040 and the Plan Bay Area documents.
A major objective of the VTP 2040 plan and the proposed tax measure will be to improve
commute travel by providing a variety of travel alternatives specific to traveler needs. To assist
in this discussion, it may be helpful to review the characteristics of commuters traveling to Palo
Alto. Based on recent surveys and other employer data, commuters to Palo Alto are
approximately distributed as follows (i.e. they commute from/to):
Table 1. Employee Commute Origins
Downtown

1

Citywide

San Francisco/North Bay

10%

~10%

Peninsula

20%

20-25%

Palo Alto

22%

20-25%
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South Bay / San Jose

33%

30-40%

East Bay

7%

8-10%

Notes:
1. Downtown Employee Survey conducted by EMC Research, May 2015
2. Estimated

Department of Planning & Community Environment, July 2015
In terms of commute mode, single-occupant vehicles (SOVs) account for an average of about
65-70% of commuters and transit about 10-15%, but there is considerable variance by
geographic area. San Francisco commuters are primarily transit commuters (60-70%), mostly
Caltrain. The highest SOV rates are in the South Bay and East Bay areas at about 75%. These
areas (particularly the South Bay) could benefit from improved transit use, such as Caltrain and
express buses. Local Palo Alto trips have a high level of walk and bike trips, but relatively low
transit use.
In parallel with discussion of regional transportation needs, Palo Alto’s ongoing Comprehensive
Plan update provides the local context for considering the role of transportation systems in
supporting quality of life in our community. While this is a work-in-progress, the recent Our
Palo Alto 2030 Comprehensive Plan Summit provides a valuable and timely indication of
resident perspectives and interests. Attachment E provides a summary write-up of this
conversation; the views expressed reflect a wide range of issues with clear interest in pursuing
innovative strategies to meet travel needs into the future.

Discussion
Cities throughout Santa Clara County are responding to VTA’s Call for Projects, with each city
preparing its own list of priority projects. In recognition of the potential value of collaboration
among cities, Mayor Holman, City Manager Keene, and Assistant City Manager Shikada have
participated in a series of discussions with cities in the North County and West Valley. One
outcome of these discussions was a desire to ask VTA to reinforce an integrated, systems
approach to developing a countywide strategy. This resulted in a draft letter that could be
signed by each Mayor and transmitted to VTA. The draft letter, developed through
consultation among all of the cities, is provided as Attachment F.
Attachment B provides a list of projects sponsored by the City of Palo Alto , including projects in
the current VTP 2040 project list (with proposed updates), and new proposed projects. The City
last updated its list of projects in 2011. Projects proposed for inclusion on the updated list are
either currently in development or are projects the City continues to support for future
development. New projects have been recommended for inclusion if they were identified in
previous Palo Alto-led studies (e.g. Bicycle + Pedestrian Transportation Plan, Caltrain Grade
Separation Studies) or supported by prior City Council actions. Project cost information is
currently being updated from what was submitted in 2011 and will be included in the City’s
revised project submissions at the end of the month.
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Attachment C provides a list of projects from regional agencies, either in the current plan or
expected to be submitted, which impact Palo Alto facilities. The Council may wish to indicate
projects that should be prioritized for City support and/or advocacy. Of particular interest is
the Caltrain proposal for additional system capacity to address current and future demand.
These proposed improvements (additional cars, station upgrades) are designed to supplement
the electrification project currently underway. More information about the Caltrain proposal is
expected to be provided for the Council discussion on August 17, but was not available during
preparation of this staff report.
Inclusion of projects in the VTA’s VTP 2040 and the MTC’s Plan Bay Area makes them eligible for
funding. The VTA is proposing a transportation sales tax measure be placed on the November
2016 ballot to provide a local source of funds to supplement regional, State, and federal funds
that will be available (along with direct funding from local agencies).

VTA has identified three desired goals for the sales tax measure, called Envision Silicon Valley:
1. Develop criteria that will be used to create a viable list of transportation projects
2. Establish a list of transportation projects, based on the criteria to address mobility
and congestion
3. Create a financing plan
As communities submit projects for consideration as part of the VTP 2040 process, VTA has
drafted Goals and Strategies for the sales tax measure in several categories (see Attachment D),
as follows:


Enhance Safety



Provide Congestion Relief and Improve Transportation Efficiency



Expand Transportation Choices and Improve Travel Experience



Expand Transit Ridership and Continue to Promote Quality Transit for Everyone –
Including Low-income Areas



Actively Promote Healthy Communities, Environmental Sustainability and Plan for the
Next Generation



Improve System Financial Sustainability and Maintenance
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Continue to Support Silicon Valley’s Economic Vitality

Based on preliminary discussions over the past year, at this time the following projects and
programs are most likely to be considered for the tax measure (which could be up to a 30-year,
½ cent sales tax, generating about $6 billion in current dollars).


BART Phase 2 extension to San Jose and, possibly, Santa Clara



Increased capacity for Caltrain, including additional cars and station improvements



Expressway improvements based on current County Expressway Plan – priorities
include upgrades to Lawrence and Page Mill Expressways



Key freeway projects, including Express Lanes and interchange upgrades (e.g. the
San Antonio/U.S. 101 interchange)



Local street and road pavement maintenance (formula allocation), with possible
provision to shift local funds if an adequate pavement maintenance level is achieved



Active transportation improvements for bicycles and pedestrians



Transit service improvements, including service for seniors and persons with
disabilities

It is expected that an initial proposal for the tax measure will be developed by VTA this fall,
based on input from the Call for Projects for VTP 2040 as well as further discussions by the
Envision Silicon Valley committees. The Council may wish to adopt some planning principles
that can guide the City’s participation in this process. Proposed principles are listed below.
Proposed Principles to Guide Palo Alto’s Position & Advocacy


A high capacity, rail transit service around the South Bay should ensure that the
Peninsula leg (Caltrain) has sufficient capacity to meet demand and match the capacity
of the East Bay leg (BART).



To improve safety and operations and capacity (traffic and transit), a program to fully
grade separate Caltrain in Santa Clara County should be included. If specific locations
cannot be included, significant funding should be set aside for future project selection.



Providing funding for first and last mile transit connections should be a priority, using
advanced technology and public/private strategies, with specific funding decisions at the
discretion of the city.



The measure should focus on key safety improvements, alternatives to single-occupant
commuting and adequate maintenance of the transportation infrastructure.



Roadway expansion should prioritize HOV lanes and be complemented with measures
to increase transit and reduce SOV commuting.



Operational street improvements should help, not hinder, plans for Complete Streets.
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Programs and projects should maintain flexibility to meet changing needs.



Priority should be given to projects resulting from collaboration among neighboring
communities.

Further public and agency review regarding the proposed sales tax measure will occur starting
in the fall. The Envision Silicon Valley process will include formal review of the proposed
measure by the following VTA boards and committees:


VTA Board and Envision Silicon Valley Ad-Hoc Committee (Los Altos Hills Councilmember
Rich Larsen represents the North County cities)



VTA Policy Advisory Committee (Councilmember Kniss represents Palo Alto)



VTA Technical Advisory Committee (Staff from the City’s Department of Planning &
Community Environment represent the City)



Envision Silicon Valley stakeholder committees, including Community Interest Groups
and Transportation Advocacy Groups (including the Palo Alto Chamber of Commerce
and Stanford University)

Additional potential advocacy for the composition of the measure could come from key
employers (separately or through the Silicon Valley Leadership Group), other community and
environmental groups and a possible coalition of North County cities.

Timeline
Based on Council direction, staff will submit a list of updated and new projects to VTA by the
August 30, 2015 deadline.
Over the next several months updated project information and new project submittals will be
discussed at VTA’s Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), Capital Improvement Program (CIP)
Subcommittee, and other committees as needed. Draft project lists will be publicly posted for
review and comment later this summer, and a public meeting and/or workshop will also be
held during these months.
The Envision Silicon Valley process will continue over the coming months leading to
development of a draft expenditure plan for a proposed tax measure. The final deadline for the
November 2016 ballot is early August 2016.

Resource Impact
The City funds investments in transportation infrastructure through its Capital Improvement
Plan (CIP), and routinely seeks funding from regional agencies (VTA and MTC) to support those
investments. Inclusion of City projects in the VTP 2040 plan (and therefore MTC’s Plan Bay
Area) will ensure the projects are eligible for funding.
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A ½ cent increase in the sales tax would generate $200.5M on a Countywide basis; a ¼ cent
increase would generate $100.3M. Approximately 6.5 percent of the sales tax that would be
generated in Santa Clara County is generated in Palo Alto.

Policy Implications
As noted above, the list of projects proposed for the Council’s consideration was derived from
the list of projects in the VTA’s current plan (dating from 2011) and updated based on prior
actions and policy direction from the City Council. For example, the City Council’s adoption of
the Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan in 2012, and the City Council’s discussion of Caltrain
grade separation options in 2014.
The principles proposed for the City Council’s consideration are generally consistent with the
City’s existing Comprehensive Plan goals and policies, and are offered to support strategic
comments and collaboration by City representatives as the VTP 2040 and proposed sales tax
measure move forward via various public discussions and venues
The Council will be discussing whether/how to adjust transportation goals within the
Comprehensive Plan on August 31st, and received substantial community input on
transportation issues in advance of and during the May 30 Summit, as demonstrated by the
“ideas analysis” in Attachment E developed by researchers at Stanford University.1

Environmental Review
Not applicable; this is not a project as defined under CEQA.
Attachments:
 Attachment A: VTA Memorandum on VTP Update of CFP - May 2015
(DOCX)
 Attachment B: Current & Proposed VTP Projects (DOCX)
 Attachment B: Current & Proposed VTP Projects (DOCX)
 Attachment C: Proposed VTP Projects by Other Agencies (DOCX)
 Attachment D: Final Goals for Envision Silicon Valley
(PDF)
 Attachment E: Transportation Report_July.14th
(PDF)
(DOCX)
 Attachment F: VTA North County Cities Letter August 2015

1

Dr. Tanja Aitamurto is the Deputy Director and a Brown Fellow and the Brown Institute for Media Innovation at
the School of Engineering. She is the author of Crowdsourcing for Democracy: New Era in Policy Making, and has
advised and studied open government projects in several countries including topics such as participatory
budgeting and crowdsourced legislation. Dr. Aitamurto and a team of doctoral students at Stanford have been
working with City staff to analyze the crowdsourcing and open sourced community input as part of the update to
the Comprehensive Plan. Kaiping Chen is a doctoral student in the Department of Communication where her
research is focused on deliberative democracy and social choice; she has helped municipal governments in China
launch democratic reforms.
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Attachment A

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Technical Advisory Committee1

FROM:

VTA Staff

DATE:

May 25, 2015

SUBJECT: Notification of Long-Range Plan Update Call-for-Projects
____________________________________________________________________________
As the Congestion Management Agency for Santa Clara County, the Valley Transportation
Authority (VTA) is responsible for preparing and adopting the countywide long-range
transportation plan. The process to update the current plan, Valley Transportation Plan (VTP)
2040, has started. This memo outlines the call-for-projects process.
The development of the new long-range countywide transportation plan is tracking with the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission’s (MTC) development of the Regional Transportation
Plan (RTP), also known as Plan Bay Area. Projects included in our countywide plan serve as
recommendations for the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). Please note the following:
1. MTC has not changed the plan horizon year for Plan Bay Area; it remains at 2040 –
accordingly, our horizon year will remain at 2040.
2. Project cost figures (capital and operations) must be in $2017.
3. Fund assumptions for Plan Bay Area, at the time of this memo, have not been finalized. VTA
must submit a financially-constrained list to MTC. In the interim, VTA will be utilizing
estimates developed internally.
Project List Update/Development
The first step in this process is for Member Agencies to update their existing project lists from
VTP 2040 and submit any new projects. A Project Submittal Guidance Form is provided as
Attachment A. This form is intended assist project sponsors with assembling the necessary
information prior to filling out the online form. Project submittals are being administered
through an online database found here: http://projects.planbayarea.org/.
The current VTP2040 projects lists are provided as attachments B thru G. Digital (.pdf) versions
are attached, and can also be found at www.vta.org/envisioncallforprojects. VTA staff is
available to assist with any phase of this process.
1

CC’d to the PAC, CAC, SOMS, CIP, and BPAC

1|P age

Guidelines for Updating Existing Projects
Project information should be updated if cost estimates have changed significantly, and/or if the
project description has changed significantly. Please also note if the project schedule or priorities
have changed; for example if your jurisdiction intends to develop the project earlier or later than
previously submitted. Upon request, VTA will make all the past submittal forms available to
project sponsors. Lastly, please identify projects that have been completed, projects that came be
taken off a financially-constrained list, or that your jurisdiction no longer wishes to pursue.
Guidelines for Submitting New Projects
Submittals for new VTP projects must:
Result from a planning study and public review process.
Be sufficiently defined to have project descriptions and reasonable cost estimates.
Be sponsored by a jurisdiction or public agency (such as a city, the County, Caltrans or
Caltrain).
 Reflect the design guidelines and policies developed by VTA and MTC. These include VTA’s
Community Design and Transportation (CDT) Manual of Best Practices for Integrating
Transportation and Land Use, Pedestrian Technical Guidelines and Bicycle Technical
Guidelines, and MTC’s Routine Accommodations Policy.




Additionally, submittals must include:






Project description (e.g., project limits, alignment, number of lanes, etc.).
Estimated capital cost.
Estimated operating and maintenance cost.
Identified or prospective fund sources (Local, State or Federal).
Project timeline; including start and completion or planning and/or construction phases.

VTA is accepting new and revised project information through Friday July 10th, 2015.
Next Steps
Over the next several months updated project information and new project submittals will be
discussed at VTA’s Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), Capital Improvement Program (CIP)
Subcommittee, and other committees as needed. Draft project lists will be publicly posted for
review and comment this summer, and public a meeting and/or workshop will also be held
during these months.
Final Draft project lists will be submitted to MTC by September 30, 2015. If you have any
questions about this process, please contact John Sighamony at (408) 321-5767 or
john.sighamony@vta.org.
Attachments:
A. Project Submittal Guidance Form
B. Transit List
C. Express Lanes List
D. Highways List
2|P age

E. County Expressways List
F. Bike-Pedestrian List
G. Local Streets & County Road List
Note: the Multimodal Transportation Investments (MTI) is a program area within VTP 2040 and
does not contain specific projects.
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City of Palo Alto
Existing and New Project Requests
VTP 2040 Update

Project
Category Existing / New

Project Title

Description

Cost Estimate
(in 2017
millions)

Attachment B

Comments/Notes

Transit - New

Caltrain Grade
Crossings - Safety
Improvements
(Fencing)

Installation of 8’ welded wire
fencing along the entire 4-mile
west-side of the Caltrain corridor
in Palo Alto

$1.3 million

Includes the cost of
materials, labor, and
removal of vegetation and
existing fencing

Transit - New

Caltrain Grade
Crossings - Safety
Improvements
(Camera Intrusion
Detection System)

Installation of a camera intrusion
detection system at Palo Alto’s
four at-grade crossings

$0.7 million

Includes the cost of
equipment and labor

Transit - New

Caltrain Quiet
Zones

Construct crossing
improvements to facilitate
implementation of quiet zone

$5.0 million

Assumes quad gates and
other improvements at all
four at-grade crossings

Transit - New

Palo Alto Shuttle
Project

Acquire (or lease) shuttle
vehicles to operate expanded
service and improve shuttle
stops

$2.0 million

Assumes two additional
routes and expansion of
current service

Transit - New

Palo Alto Intermodel
Transportation
Center (PAITC)

Modification of University Ave.
and Caltrain Station to facilitate
better access and connections

$50 million

Original City plan was
developed in late 1990s
and included in 2000
transportation tax measure

Attachment 2
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Existing and New Project Requests
VTP 2040 Update

Project
Category Existing / New

Project Title

Attachment B

Description

Cost Estimate
(in 2017
millions)

Comments/Notes

Local Streets –
Existing Project
R13

El Camino Real
Corridor
Improvements –
PAMF to Churchill
Ave.

Reconfigure El Camino Real
between Palo Alto Medical
Foundation and Churchill Ave.
Improvements focus on utility
undergrounding, new median
islands and streetscapefocused improvements, and
operational enhancements
along adjacent streets.

$4.0 million

Encompasses two current
projects under
development – Churchill
Ave. and Embarcadero
Road improvements at El
Camino

Local Streets –
Existing Project
R14

Middlefield Road –
Midtown Corridor
Improvements

Project includes sidewalk
enhancements, transit stop
improvements, lighting
improvements, and traffic
signal improvements.

$2.3 million

Drop project – elements
have been incorporated
into other projects (e.g.
bicycle boulevards)

Attachment 2
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Existing and New Project Requests
VTP 2040 Update
Project
Category Existing / New

Project Title

Description

Cost Estimate
(in 2017
millions)

Attachment B

Comments/Notes

Local Streets New

Caltrain Grade
Separation Charleston and
Meadow

Lower Caltrain below
Charleston and Meadow

$527 million

Cost includes 2%
escalation to 2017 and is
based on previous study
of depressed alignment
with 2% grade

Local Streets New

Caltrain Grade
Separation - Churchill

Grade separation at Caltrain
tracks – Churchill depressed
below Caltrain

$196 million

Cost assumes Alma is
lowered to maintain
turning movements

Local Streets New

Charleston Road /
Arastradero Road
Corridor
Improvements

Continuous bike lanes, median
and intersection improvements

$10.0 million

Conceptual design is
completed – project is
currently fully funded
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Existing and New Project Requests
VTP 2040 Update
Project
Category Existing / New

Project Title

Description

Cost Estimate
(in 2017
millions)

Attachment B

Comments/Notes

Bicycle &
Pedestrian –
Existing Project
B10

Bicycle Boulevards
Network Project

Expand Bicycle Boulevard
Network pursuant to adopted
bicycle plan.

$20.0 million

Multiple projects under
development.

Bicycle &
Pedestrian –
Existing Project
B11

US 101 / Adobe
Creek Pedestrian &
Bicycle Grade
Separation

Construct a year-round, Class
I overcrossing of Hwy. 101 at

$9.5 million

Project design concept
selected; costs may be
updated

Bicycle &
Pedestrian –
Existing Project
B95

Adobe Creek Reach
Trail

Extend Adobe Creek Trail
between West Bayshore Rd.
and Louis Rd.

$0.1 million

Coordinated with Adobe
Creek grade separation
project (B11).

Adobe Creek for pedestrian
and cyclists and a trail along
the Adobe Creek levee road
owned by the Santa Clara
Valley Water District. The
project will connect to the
San Francisco Bay Trail,
East and West Bayshore
Roads, employment centers
and open space.

Attachment 2
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Existing and New Project Requests
VTP 2040 Update
Project
Category Existing / New

Project Title

Bicycle &
Pedestrian –
Existing Project
B96

California Avenue
Caltrain
Undercrossing

Bicycle &
Pedestrian –
Existing Project
B97

Palo Alto Transit
Center/University
Ave. Undercrossing

Bicycle &
Pedestrian –
Existing Project
B98

South Palo Alto
Caltrain
Pedestrian/Bicycle
Grade Separation

Attachment B

Description

Cost Estimate
(in 2017
millions)

Comments/Notes

Replacement of California Ave.
bicycle/pedestrian
undercrossing of Caltrain
tracks with new ADA compliant
structure.
Construct new
bicycle/pedestrian
undercrossing of Caltrain
tracks, near Everett or Lytton
Sts., to connect Downtown
with the University, Medical
Center, and multi-modal
transit center.

$13.0 million

Maintain project.

$10.0 million

Maintain project.

Construct grade separated
bicycle/pedestrian crossing
between California Ave.
Caltrain station and at-grade
crossing on E. Meadow.

$13.0 million

Maintain but coordinate
with planning for potential
grade separation and with
Matadero Creek project.
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Existing and New Project Requests
VTP 2040 Update
Project
Category Existing / New

Project Title

Attachment B

Description

Cost Estimate
(in 2017
millions)

Comments/Notes

Bicycle &
Pedestrian – New
Project

Enhanced Bikeways
Project

Construct Class IV separated
bikeways, Class I paths,
and/or Class II bike lanes on
or adjacent to arterial streets.

$20 million

Multiple projects under
development in South Palo
Alto and Downtown.

Bicycle &
Pedestrian – New
Project

Downtown Palo Alto
Pedestrian Facility
Upgrades

Add pedestrian signals and
other improvements to
improve access and safety

$3 million

Specific needs will be
based on upcoming study
of needed improvements

Bicycle &
Pedestrian – New
Project

Bike Share Expansion

Expand existing (or
alternative) bike share
program citywide

$1.0 million

Assume approximately 2025 stations citywide

Bicycle &
Pedestrian – New
Project

Matadero Creek Trail
and Undercrossing at
US 101

Construct new undercrossing
and other improvements to
help implement Matadero
Creek Trail / Midtown
Connector project

$7 million

Conceptual alternatives
currently under
development
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Existing and New Project Requests
VTP 2040 Update
Project
Category Existing / New

Project Title

Description

System Operation
– Existing Project
S26

Citywide Traffic
Signal Upgrades

Install new traffic controllers,
software and Internetaccessible traffic signal
communications to upgrade
the existing traffic system.

System Operation
– Existing Project
S27

Citywide Traffic
Signal CCTV/EV
Preemption Project

System Operation
– New Project

Citywide Traffic
Signal Retiming

System Operation
– New Project

Palo Alto Downtown
Parking
Improvements

System Operation
– New Project

Palo Alto Downtown
and Calif. Ave.
Parking Supply and
Management
Program

Cost Estimate
(in 2017
millions)

Attachment B

Comments/Notes

$1.8 million

REMOVE FROM VTP.
Project is nearing
completion.

$1.4 million

Maintain project –
integrate with new signal
project described below

Provide real-time traffic
information and expand
adaptive signal timing to
additional corridors
Parking signage (way-finding)
and equipment to manage
paid parking and monitor
usage

$1.0 million

Construction of new parking
facilities and equipment to
help manage parking supply

$10.0 million

$2.5 million
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Project
Category Existing / New

Project Title

Description

Cost Estimate
(in 2017
millions)

Attachment B

Comments/Notes

Transit - New

Caltrain Grade
Crossings - Safety
Improvements
(Fencing)

Installation of 8’ welded wire
fencing along the entire 4-mile
west-side of the Caltrain corridor
in Palo Alto

$1.3 million

Includes the cost of
materials, labor, and
removal of vegetation and
existing fencing

Transit - New

Caltrain Grade
Crossings - Safety
Improvements
(Camera Intrusion
Detection System)

Installation of a camera intrusion
detection system at Palo Alto’s
four at-grade crossings

$0.7 million

Includes the cost of
equipment and labor

Transit - New

Caltrain Quiet
Zones

Construct crossing
improvements to facilitate
implementation of quiet zone

$5.0 million

Assumes quad gates and
other improvements at all
four at-grade crossings

Transit - New

Palo Alto Shuttle
Project

Acquire (or lease) shuttle
vehicles to operate expanded
service and improve shuttle
stops

$2.0 million

Assumes two additional
routes and expansion of
current service

Transit - New

Palo Alto Intermodel
Transportation
Center (PAITC)

Modification of University Ave.
and Caltrain Station to facilitate
better access and connections

$50 million

Original City plan was
developed in late 1990s
and included in 2000
transportation tax measure
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Project
Category Existing / New

Project Title

Attachment B

Description

Cost Estimate
(in 2017
millions)

Comments/Notes

Local Streets –
Existing Project
R13

El Camino Real
Corridor
Improvements –
PAMF to Churchill
Ave.

Reconfigure El Camino Real
between Palo Alto Medical
Foundation and Churchill Ave.
Improvements focus on utility
undergrounding, new median
islands and streetscapefocused improvements, and
operational enhancements
along adjacent streets.

$4.0 million

Encompasses two current
projects under
development – Churchill
Ave. and Embarcadero
Road improvements at El
Camino

Local Streets –
Existing Project
R14

Middlefield Road –
Midtown Corridor
Improvements

Project includes sidewalk
enhancements, transit stop
improvements, lighting
improvements, and traffic
signal improvements.

$2.3 million

Drop project – elements
have been incorporated
into other projects (e.g.
bicycle boulevards)
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Project
Category Existing / New

Project Title

Description

Cost Estimate
(in 2017
millions)

Attachment B

Comments/Notes

Local Streets New

Caltrain Grade
Separation Charleston and
Meadow

Lower Caltrain below
Charleston and Meadow

$527 million

Cost includes 2%
escalation to 2017 and is
based on previous study
of depressed alignment
with 2% grade

Local Streets New

Caltrain Grade
Separation - Churchill

Grade separation at Caltrain
tracks – Churchill depressed
below Caltrain

$196 million

Cost assumes Alma is
lowered to maintain
turning movements

Local Streets New

Charleston Road /
Arastradero Road
Corridor
Improvements

Continuous bike lanes, median
and intersection improvements

$10.0 million

Conceptual design is
completed – project is
currently fully funded
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City of Palo Alto
Existing and New Project Requests
VTP 2040 Update
Project
Category Existing / New

Project Title

Description

Cost Estimate
(in 2017
millions)

Attachment B

Comments/Notes

Bicycle &
Pedestrian –
Existing Project
B10

Bicycle Boulevards
Network Project

Expand Bicycle Boulevard
Network pursuant to adopted
bicycle plan.

$20.0 million

Multiple projects under
development.

Bicycle &
Pedestrian –
Existing Project
B11

US 101 / Adobe
Creek Pedestrian &
Bicycle Grade
Separation

Construct a year-round, Class
I overcrossing of Hwy. 101 at
Adobe Creek for pedestrians
and cyclists and a trail along
the Adobe Creek levee road
owned by the Santa Clara
Valley Water District. The
project will connect to the San
Francisco Bay Trail, East and
West Bayshore Roads,
employment centers and open
space.

$11-13 million

Project design concept
selected; project cost
estimate updated from
$9.5 million to reflect
potential increases

Bicycle &
Pedestrian –
Existing Project
B95

Adobe Creek Reach
Trail

Extend Adobe Creek Trail
between West Bayshore Rd.
and Louis Rd.

$0.1 million

Coordinated with Adobe
Creek grade separation
project (B11).
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City of Palo Alto
Existing and New Project Requests
VTP 2040 Update
Project
Category Existing / New

Project Title

Bicycle &
Pedestrian –
Existing Project
B96

California Avenue
Caltrain
Undercrossing

Bicycle &
Pedestrian –
Existing Project
B97

Palo Alto Transit
Center/University
Ave. Undercrossing

Bicycle &
Pedestrian –
Existing Project
B98

South Palo Alto
Caltrain
Pedestrian/Bicycle
Grade Separation

Attachment B

Description

Cost Estimate
(in 2017
millions)

Comments/Notes

Replacement of California Ave.
bicycle/pedestrian
undercrossing of Caltrain
tracks with new ADA compliant
structure.
Construct new
bicycle/pedestrian
undercrossing of Caltrain
tracks, near Everett or Lytton
Sts., to connect Downtown
with the University, Medical
Center, and multi-modal
transit center.

$13.0 million

Maintain project.

$10.0 million

Maintain project.

Construct grade separated
bicycle/pedestrian crossing
between California Ave.
Caltrain station and at-grade
crossing on E. Meadow.

$13.0 million

Maintain but coordinate
with planning for potential
grade separation and with
Matadero Creek project.
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City of Palo Alto
Existing and New Project Requests
VTP 2040 Update
Project
Category Existing / New

Project Title

Attachment B

Description

Cost Estimate
(in 2017
millions)

Comments/Notes

Bicycle &
Pedestrian – New
Project

Enhanced Bikeways
Project

Construct Class IV separated
bikeways, Class I paths,
and/or Class II bike lanes on
or adjacent to arterial streets.

$20 million

Multiple projects under
development in South Palo
Alto and Downtown.

Bicycle &
Pedestrian – New
Project

Downtown Palo Alto
Pedestrian Facility
Upgrades

Add pedestrian signals and
other improvements to
improve access and safety

$3 million

Specific needs will be
based on upcoming study
of needed improvements

Bicycle &
Pedestrian – New
Project

Bike Share Expansion

Expand existing (or
alternative) bike share
program citywide

$1.0 million

Assume approximately 2025 stations citywide

Bicycle &
Pedestrian – New
Project

Matadero Creek Trail
and Undercrossing at
US 101

Construct new undercrossing
and other improvements to
help implement Matadero
Creek Trail / Midtown
Connector project

$7 million

Conceptual alternatives
currently under
development
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City of Palo Alto
Existing and New Project Requests
VTP 2040 Update
Project
Category Existing / New

Project Title

Description

System Operation
– Existing Project
S26

Citywide Traffic
Signal Upgrades

Install new traffic controllers,
software and Internetaccessible traffic signal
communications to upgrade
the existing traffic system.

System Operation
– Existing Project
S27

Citywide Traffic
Signal CCTV/EV
Preemption Project

System Operation
– New Project

Citywide Traffic
Signal Retiming

System Operation
– New Project

Palo Alto Downtown
Parking
Improvements

System Operation
– New Project

Palo Alto Downtown
and Calif. Ave.
Parking Supply and
Management
Program

Cost Estimate
(in 2017
millions)

Attachment B

Comments/Notes

$1.8 million

REMOVE FROM VTP.
Project is nearing
completion.

$1.4 million

Maintain project –
integrate with new signal
project described below

Provide real-time traffic
information and expand
adaptive signal timing to
additional corridors
Parking signage (way-finding)
and equipment to manage
paid parking and monitor
usage

$1.0 million

Construction of new parking
facilities and equipment to
help manage parking supply

$10.0 million

$2.5 million
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City of Palo Alto
Other Agency Project Requests
VTP 2040 Update

Project
Category /
Sponsor
Transit /
Caltrain

Highway /
Caltrans –
Current Project
H43

Project Title

Attachment C

Description

Cost Estimate
(in 2017
millions)

Comments/Notes

Caltrain Capacity
Expansion

Project elements include:
 Additional electric rail cars
to fully convert diesel fleet
and expand to 8 car trains
 System upgrades
(crossovers, additional
tracks) to support higher
frequencies
 Station improvements for
longer platforms, level
boarding and access
upgrades

$ TBD

Additional details to be
provided by Caltrain staff
in early August; Caltrain
also supports a program
for grade separations
(similar to San Mateo sales
tax program)

US 101 / Oregon
Expressway /
Embarcadero Road
Interchange

Construct improvements to
the US 101/Oregon
Expressway / Embarcadero
Rd. interchange.

$55 million

Maintain project
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City of Palo Alto
Other Agency Project Requests
VTP 2040 Update

Project
Category /
Sponsor

Project Title

Highway /
Caltrans/VTA

San Antonio Road
Interchange/
Charleston Road
Connection

Attachment C

Description

Cost Estimate
(in 2017
millions)

Comments/Notes

Replace or widen existing San
Antonio Road/U.S. Route 101
overcrossing to four lanes and
create a new southbound onramp to U.S. Route 101. Close
existing Charleston Road onramp to southbound U.S.
Route 101 (possibly replace
with new pedestrian / bike
undercrossing)

$100.0 million

Caltrans/VTA project; also
submitted by City of
Mountain View

Expressways /
Page Mill Expressway
Santa Clara
at I-280 interchange
County – Current
Project X15

Project modifies the I-280
freeway connections to
enhance safety and improve
operations for motor vehicles
and bicyclists traveling on
Page Mill Rd. through the
interchange area.

$19.7 million

Updated cost reflects
concept developed in Page
Mill Expressway Corridor
Study (2015)

Expressways /
Page Mill Expressway
Santa Clara
at I-280 interchange
County – Current
Project B48

Modify ramp configurations to
enhance safe passage for
bicyclists through the
interchange area

$6.0 million

Updated cost reflects the
plan for new path on
south side of Page Mill as
developed in Page Mill
Expressway Corridor Study
(2015)
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City of Palo Alto
Other Agency Project Requests
VTP 2040 Update
Project
Category /
Sponsor

Project Title

Description

Attachment C

Cost Estimate
(in 2017
millions)

Comments/Notes

Expressways /
Santa Clara
County

Page Mill Widening
from I-280 to Foothill
Expressway

Widen Expressway to six
lanes with transition to four
lanes east of Foothill

$17.0 million

County project; Support if
incorporating HOV priority

Expressways /
Santa Clara
County

Page Mill
Improvements Foothill to Ramos

Includes intersection
improvements at Hanover and
Hansen and bike lane
improvements

$2.7 million

City has impact fees that
could be utilized for partial
funding

Expressways /
Santa Clara
County

Page Mill
Improvements at El
Camino

Intersection improvement
including additional and
longer turn lanes

$2.4 million

City has impact fees that
could be utilized for partial
funding
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ITEM 2: ENVISION SILICON VALLEY GOALS

Goals and Strategies
Envision Silicon Valley

Attachment D

Goal: Enhance Safety


Prioritize projects that address safety concerns.



All projects will result in a safe, reliable and comfortable transportation system.

Goal: Provide Congestion Relief and Improve Transportation Efficiency


Improve regional connectivity and seamless travel.



Improve transit service and travel times to meet demand.



Relieve roadway, highway and expressway bottle necks and minimize traffic in
residential neighborhoods.

Goal: Expand Transportation Choices and Improve Travel Experience


Use technology to improve the transportation experience.



Provide amenities to attract transit riders.



Deliver high quality bicycle and pedestrian projects that close gaps, provide trail
connections and promote countywide connectivity.



All transit and roadway projects should take into consideration geographic equity.

Goal: Expand Transit Ridership and Continue to Promote Quality Transit for Everyone –
Including Low-income Areas


Prioritize transit programs and projects for commuters, students, seniors, people with
disabilities, economically disadvantaged and all who choose to use public transit.



Support equitable development by promoting transit-oriented development that includes
affordable housing and prevents displacement.

ITEM 2: ENVISION SILICON VALLEY GOALS
Goal: Actively Promote Healthy Communities, Environmental Sustainability and
Plan for the Next Generation


Projects will promote healthy communities and a high quality of life especially in
communities marked by poor health outcomes.



Projects should help minimize Green House Gas Emissions and Vehicle Miles Traveled.

Goal: Improve System Financial Sustainability and Maintenance


Increase maintenance funding for roadways, sidewalks, bike lanes, pedestrian paths and
transit stops.



Leverage new revenues with other funding sources to attract private investment and
outside grant funds.



Strategically apply new local fund sources to underfunded project categories.



All projects and programs must have high levels of support from the residents of Santa
Clara County.

Goal: Continue to Support Silicon Valley’s Economic Vitality


Projects should stimulate economic development, encourage investment and provide
employment opportunities including disadvantaged communities.



Ensure land-use decisions are consistent with transportation project priorities.



Projects should benefit economic vitality and sustainability of Silicon Valley to the
benefit of all residents and businesses.

Attachment E

Palo Alto Comprehensive City Plan
Transportation Ideas Analysis
July.14th 2015
Introduction
I. Background
On 30th of May 2015 about 300 Palo Altans gathered to ideate and deliberate in the Palo Alto
Summit about three issues facing their city: Transportation, housing and growth management.
The Summit was organized by the City of Palo Alto. The Summit participants were divided to
several small groups that discussed and brainstormed about those three topics. After each
brainstorming session, the group leaders sent three top ideas from the group to the Summit
organizers. Besides the Summit day, City Council had posted questions asking the top three
things that motivate citizens to drive less on Nextdoor (a forum for community discussion)
months before the Summit, and after the Summit, on the Open City Hall of Palo Alto website, a
virtual meeting is going on, collecting citizens’ feedbacks on city’s major corridor and
innovations to maintain the treasured quality and livability of Palo Alto’s neighborhoods.

II. Methodology: Idea analysis and categorization
We analyzed and categorized the ideas gathered in the Summit, Nextdoor and Open City Hall
by using an open coding method (Strauss and Corbin, 1998)1. We first analyzed a pilot patch of
the ideas in each main category: Transportation, Housing and Growth Management, and we
assigned initial subcategories in each main category. Each text message contained several
ideas, and we separated the ideas for the analysis. For instance, the following text message
was sent from a group discussion: “Transportation for students: shuttles and more bike lanes,
On demand shuttles/carpools.” There are several ideas here: More shuttles, bike lanes, ondemand shuttles and carpools for students. These were separated as ideas for the analysis.
We then analyzed all the ideas, and revised the categories after the first round of coding. Some
categories were merged and some new categories emerged. Finally, we compared the coding
categories between the main categories, and summarized the finding. There were four
researchers conducting the coding, and unclear ideas and category allocations were discussed
and resolved collaboratively, and in most cases, clarity could be found. The ideas were
submitted as short lists, typically without further reasoning or background, and therefore, in
some cases, the idea remained ambiguous, and could have belonged to several categories.
However, we assigned a primary category for each idea. About 10 [update after the final
analysis] were removed because they were off-topic.

III. Constraints of the data
It is important to note that the ideas are from a small group of Palo Altans, from about 300
Summit participants, 56 responses from the Nextdoor, and 29 responses from the ongoing
Open City Hall virtual meeting. That is not a statistically representative sample of the residents
1

Strauss, A. L, and J. M. Corbin. 1998. Basics of qualitative research: techniques and procedures for
developing grounded theory. 2nd ed. Thousand Oaks: Sage Publications.
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in Palo Alto, and therefore, the ideas shouldn’t be treated as a “the voice of the Palo Altans.”
Furthermore, the Summit ideas were summarized from group discussions in the Summit. Each
group leader was asked to summarize the top three ideas to a text message, which was then
sent to the Summit organizer. Most likely, not all the ideas that were presented and discussed
ended up to the text messages, yet there most likely was some degree of consensus about the
top ideas.
In this report, we present the transportation issue results from Summit Ideas, Nextdoor Ideas,
and some of the ongoing Open City Hall virtual meeting, starting from a summary of main trends
in each main category.

Section 1: Summit Idea Analysis
I. Main Category: Transportation
Summary of main trends in transportation ideas
Altogether 158 ideas were identified in participants’ input in the Palo Alto Summit from 57 users
(the group discussion leaders).
The ideas were categorized to the following four main categories: Public transit, Non-motor
powered transit, Private transit, and Big picture infrastructure, as summarized in Table 1. There
were 138 unique ideas in the data; meaning ideas that are not replicates.
In the following we show how the ideas are distributed to the main categories and subcategories
under them.
Public transit
When examining by numbers, most ideas about transportation were about public transit. The
participants proposed a wide array of ideas for improving public transit in Palo Alto, such as
public self-driving cars, on-demand and personalized public transit options and public shuttles.
Many wanted to move Caltrain underground to ease congestion around the rails. In general, a
need for more frequent, more personalized public transit with a wider geographical reach was
proposed.
Non-motor powered transportation
The second most popular category in transportation were ideas about non-motor powered
transportation, that is, transit options for pedestrians and bicycles. Most ideas in this category
were about improving infrastructure for pedestrians and bicyclists: bike lanes, bike corridors,
and pedestrian paths. Many ideas also proposed more options for biking: bike sharing, electric
bikes, and safe bike parking.
Private transit
The third most popular category in transportation ideas was private transit. In this category, the
participants proposed ideas about increasing carpooling with personalized carpool options and
incentives for carpooling. With personalized carpools the participants meant on-demand
carpools, uber pools and car pools located in neighborhoods.
Big picture infrastructure
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The fourth category included ideas about transit infrastructure in large scale, so we decided to
call it ‘Big picture infrastructure’. The category included ideas for improving traffic conditions by
road infrastructure management and improving traffic signals.
Table 1. Ideas about transportation categorized in two subcategories.
Main category

Subcategory 1

Subcategory II

Transportation

Public transit

Personalized public transit
Public shuttles
Infrastructure
Public transit modes
Last mile connections
Others

Non-motor powered
transportation

Infrastructure
Biking safety
More biking options
Traffic law enforcement on bikers

Private transit

Carpools
Parking
Pollution
Reducing private driving

Big picture
infrastructure

Road management
Improving traffic signals
Implementing existing programs
Better communication
Congestion pricing
Improving East/West Palo Alto
connectivity
Caltrain

Key trends: Personalized, on-demand services
Across the four categories, we saw the following five key trends emerge:
i) Personalization of public transit: on-demand services, servicing individual schedules and
neighborhoods better
ii) Better connectivity in public transit
iii) More parking lots for commuters
iv) Use of technology in transit: More seamless schedules, self-driving cars
v) More route options for bicyclists and pedestrians
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II. Summary about each main category in ‘Transportation’
A) Public transit
Under the main category of Public Transit, ideas were further divided to six subcategories:
Personalized public transit, Public shuttles, Infrastructure, Public transit modes, Last mile
connections, Others, as shown in Table 2 and Figure 1.
Table 2. Idea subcategories in Public transit.
Main Category

Subcategory I

Subcategory II

Subcategory III

Public transit

Personalized public
transit

Public self-driving
cars
On demand public
transit
Rapid bus transit
Personal rapid transit
Electric buses
Trolley

Public shuttles

Shuttle types

Neighborhood
shuttles
Parking shuttles
Employee shuttles
Student shuttles

Shuttle modes

Increasing frequency
Expanding
geographically

Public shuttles
funded by businesses
Signage at shuttle
stops
Infrastructure

Underground Caltrain
Public transit
corridors

Public transit modes

Increase frequency
Expand geographical
reach

Last mile connections

Better coordination
between public transit
modes
Solve the “last mile”
problem
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On-call self driving
cars between transit
hubs and
employment
destinations
Smart last mile
shuttles
Others

Public transit map
applications
Public education on
the benefits of public
transportation
Cheap fares for intown Caltrain rides
Improving public
transit in California
Ave

Personalized public transit
This subcategory includes ideas about Public self-driving cars, On demand public transit, Rapid
bus transit, Personal rapid transit, Electric buses and Trolley.
Public self-driving cars
In this category the ideas proposed public self-driving cars for Palo Altans to use.
On demand public transit
In this category the ideas included on-demand public transit options; that means shuttles
and buses.
Rapid bus transit
The ideas proposed more rapid bus transit options, e.g. on El Camino Real, and all the
way from San Jose to San Francisco.
Personal rapid transit
The ideas proposed personalized rapid transit, which can mean, for instance public
transport mode, which features small automated vehicles operating on a network of
specially built guideways.
Electric buses
The ideas proposed electric buses and rapid electric buses.
Trolley
The idea proposed a trolley service on Alma street.
Public shuttles
This subcategory was further divided to the following subcategories: Shuttle types, Shuttle
modes, Public shuttle funded by businesses, Signage at shuttle stops.
Shuttle types
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The ideas proposed neighborhood shuttles, parking shuttles, employee shuttles and
student shuttles. The ideas reflect a need for shuttles that would serve certain
neighborhoods, parking lots and companies.
Shuttle modes
The ideas proposed increasing frequency of existing public shuttles and expanding the
geographical reach of shuttles.
Public shuttles funded by businesses
The idea proposed shuttle services that would be funded by retail businesses.
Signage at shuttle stop
The idea proposed a more clear signage at existing shuttle stops.
Infrastructure
This subcategory has two subcategories: Underground Caltrain and Public transit
corridors
Underground Caltrain
The ideas proposed putting Caltrain underground, and using the remaining space from
on the top for housing, parks, bike and pedestrian paths.
Public transit corridors
The ideas proposed transit corridors that are designated for public transit only.
Public transit modes
This category had two subcategories: Increasing frequency and expanding
geographical reach.
Increasing frequency
The ideas proposed more frequent bus and train schedule.
Expanding geographical reach
The ideas proposed expanding the geographical reach of public transit, namely more
bus routes in neighborhoods. The routes should connect to ‘feeder streets’, like Alma,
Park Boulevard, and Middlefield.
Others
This category included two topics: Public transit map applications and Public education
on the benefits of public transportation.
Public transit map applications
These ideas proposed a better use of technologies to connect public transit users with
public transit.
Public education on the benefits of public transportation
These ideas proposed awareness-raising programs to encourage people to use public
transport.
Cheap fares for in-town Caltrain rides
Improving public transit in California Ave
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Figure 1. Idea categories in Public Transit

B) Non-motor powered transit
The ideas in our second main category, Non-motor powered transit category, were further
divided to four subcategories: Infrastructure, More biking options, Awareness-raising programs
on the benefits of biking, and traffic law enforcement on bikers.
● Infrastructure:
The subcategory Infrastructure includes ideas about adding bike corridors, improving walkability
and improving biking safety.
● Bike corridors:
Most of the ideas propose that, once the Caltrain is underground, we should replace the
surface rails by bike corridors. There is also one request to improve the bike corridors
between East/West Palo Alto.
Biking safety:
These ideas concerned biking safety training and reconfiguring streets to
improve biking safety.
● More biking options:
The category More biking options includes ideas about more bike sharing
options, electric bikes, low cost/free bikes, more bike repair and pump stations, and
secure and convenient bike parking.
● Traffic law enforcement on bikers:
The category Traffic law enforcement on bikers consists of an idea regulating
bicyclists to ensure a safe environment.
Main Category

Subcategory 1

Subcategory 2

Non-motor powered transit

Infrastructure

Bike corridors
Improve walkability
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Improving biking safety
More biking options

More bike sharing options
Electric bikes
Low cost/free bikes
More bike repair and pump
stations
Secure and convenient bike
parkings

Traffic law enforcement on
bikers

Regulating bicyclists to
ensure safety

C) Private transit
The ideas in our third main category, private transit category, were further divided to four
subcategories: Carpools, Parking, Pollution, and Reducing private driving. These subcategories
are elaborated in more detail in the following, and summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Subcategories in Private transit.
Main Category

Subcategory 1

Subcategory 2

Subcategory 3

Private transit

Carpools

Personalized carpool
systems

On-demand carpools
Uber-pooling
Neighborhood carpools
Employee carpools
Zip car pools

Incentives for
carpooling

Retail discounts for
carpoolers
Parking benefits for
carpoolers
Reward programs for
carpooling

Others

More carpool lanes
Pooling commute traffic

Parking

Parking passes
Parking infrastructure

Pollution

Cap- and-trade for car
trips
Non-regressive carbon
tax
Leveraging alternative
fuel vehicles
Public education on
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environmental effects of
driving
Reducing private
driving

Incentives for reducing
car ownership
Cap on private transit
Incentivize businesses
to reduce employee
commutes via
technology and
transportation
Telecommuting

●

Carpools
The subcategory Carpools was further divided to three subcategories: Personalized
carpool systems, Incentives for carpooling and Others.
Personalized carpool systems
Personalized carpool systems included ideas that proposed on-demand
carpools, Uber-pooling, neighborhood carpools, employee carpools and Zip car
pools.
Incentives for carpooling
This category included ideas that proposed retail discounts for carpoolers,
parking benefits for carpoolers and reward programs for carpooling.
Others
This category included ideas proposing more carpool lanes and pooling commute
traffic in general.

●

Parking
The subcategory Parking included two subcategories: Parking passes (5) and Parking
infrastructure.
Parking passes
Parking passes included ideas that proposed more expensive parking passes,
limited or shared parking passes, frictionless parking and parking passes
for special events.
Parking infrastructure
Parking infrastructure included ideas that proposed more peripheral parking lots
, for example by Highway 101, and more parking for handicaps.

●

Pollution
The subcategory Pollution consists of ideas in four subcategories: Cap- and-trade for car
trips, Non-regressive carbon tax, Leveraging alternative fuel vehicles, and Public
education on environmental effects of driving.
Cap-and-trade for car trips
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This idea proposes cap- and trade procedure for car trips for employers in
downtown. This is how the cap-and-trade procedure works: The “cap” sets a limit
on emissions, which is lowered over time to reduce the amount of pollutants
released into the atmosphere. The “trade” creates a market for carbon
allowances, helping companies innovate in order to meet, or come in under, their
allocated limit. The less they emit, the less they pay, so it is in their
economic incentive to pollute less.
Non-regressive carbon tax
This idea proposes a non-regressive carbon tax to reduce CO2 emissions.
Leveraging alternative fuel vehicles
The idea proposes an increased use of alternative fuel vehicles.
Public education on environmental effects of driving
This idea proposes more education about the environmental effects of driving.
●

Reducing private driving
The subcategory Reducing private driving consists of two subcategories: Incentives for
reducing car ownership and Cap on private transits.
Incentives for reducing car ownership
This category included ideas that propose a tax on car ownership,
and eco-pass subsidies for those who reduce car ownership .
Cap on private transit
This idea proposed an ultimate cap for private driving, prohibiting new net car
trips for downtown area and research park.
Incentivize businesses to reduce employee commutes via technology and
transportation
Telecommuting

D) Big picture infrastructure
The forth main category Big picture infrastructure was further divided to six subcategories: Road
management, Improving traffic signals, Improving East/West Palo Alto connectivity,
Implementing existing programs, Better communication, Congestion pricing, and Caltrain.
These subcategories are described in more detail in the following, and summarized in Table 4.
● Road management
Road management includes ideas proposing reversible lanes, traffic solution management
along feeder roads, safe school routes support, and a request to fix Palo Alto high school
crossing.
● Improving traffic signals
The subcategory Improve traffic signals includes ideas proposing smarter coordinated traffic
signals, more advanced traffic signals technology, and a request to fix Embarcadero/ El Camino
intersection lights.
● Implementing existing programs
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The subcategory Existing programs implementation includes two requests: to implement
recommendations from the existing “City of Palo Alto Rail Corridor Study and Bicycle, and to
implement the existing “Pedestrian Transportation Plan”.
● Better communication
The subcategory Better communication includes ideas proposing better communication of public
services via websites and making the leverage data and analysis tools public.
● Congestion pricing
Congestion pricing consists of surcharging users of public goods during peak hours.
● Improving East/West Palo Alto connectivity.
This idea consists in improving the connectivity between East and West Palo Alto by building
underpasses.
● Caltrain
This category is composed of 2 ideas: Replacing University/Alma Caltrain Interchange and
Minimizing impact of electrification and high speed rails.
Table 4. Subcategories in the Big picture infrastructure.
Main Category

Subcategory 1

Subcategory 2

Big picture infrastructure

Road management

Reversible lanes
Traffic solution management along
feeder roads
Safe school routes support
Fix Palo Alto High School crossing

Improving traffic signals

Smarter coordinated traffic signals
More advanced traffic signals
technology
Fix Embarcadero/ El Camino
intersection lights

Implementing existing
programs

Implement the City of Palo Alto Rail
Corridor Study and Bicycle
Implement Pedestrian
Transportation Plan

Better communication

Better communication of public
services via websites
Leveraging data and analysis tools
public

Congestion pricing

Congestion pricing for peak hours

Caltrain

Replacing University/Alma Caltrain
Interchange
Minimizing impact of electrification
and high speed rails.
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Section 2: Nextdoor Ideas Analysis
The idea analysis method we utilized for Nextdoor is the same as that in the Summit. We
came up with four main categories as those in the Summit and further analyze subcategories
under each main category.

I. Main Category: Transportation
Summary of main trends in transportation ideas
Altogether 85 ideas were identified in participants input in “the Next Door” from 56 users.
The ideas were categorized to the following four main categories: Public transit, Non-motor
powered transit, Private transit and Big picture infrastructure, as summarized in Table 1. There
were 71 unique ideas in the data; meaning ideas that are not replicates.
In the following we show how the ideas are distributed to the main categories and
subcategories under them.
Public transit
The second most popular category in transportation is public transit. The participants proposed
a wide array of ideas for improving public transit in Palo Alto, such as schools buses,
neighborhood shuttles and ride sharing applications. In general, participants expressed a need
for more comprehensive and frequent public transportation system.
Non-motor powered transportation
When examining by numbers, most ideas about transportation were about non-motor powered
transportation, that is, transit options for bikers. Most ideas in this category were about
improving infrastructure for bikers: protected bike lanes and exclusive bike boulevards. Many
participants also asked for a better bike theft prevention that is safer bike parking and more bike
racks in front of businesses. Furthermore, other participants asked for more biking options:
more rental and pumping stations, bike share locations. One participant even proposed that the
city of Palo Alto should pay Palo Altans to bike.
Private transit The third most popular category in transportation ideas is private transit. In this
category, the participants asked for more law enforcement on dangerous drivers. Participants
also asked for more personalized transit options like zip cars with electric golf cars. Meanwhile,
other participants proposed to create a special “gas” tax and encourage telecommuting to
ultimately reduce private driving.
Big picture infrastructure
The fourth category included ideas about transit infrastructure in large scale, so we decided to
call it ‘Big picture infrastructure’. In this category, road safety was the participants’ main
preoccupation. For instance, some participants asked for more bumps and more signs to alert
drivers to share the road while others proposed to have buttons at traffic lights that stop the auto
traffic to let bikes across. Moreover, some ideas suggested to replace lights by roundabouts to
reduce traffic.
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Table 1. Ideas about transportation categorized in two subcategories.

Transportation

Main Category

Subcategory

Non-motor powered
transit

Infrastructure
Bike theft prevention
More biking options

Public transit

Public transit Modes
Public shuttles
More school buses
Subsidies to public transit
Incentives to use public transit
Others

Private transit

Law enforcement
Reducing private transit
Personalized private transit

Big picture
infrastructure

Road infrastructure
Education on safe driving
Completion of Charleston-Arastradero Plan
and other bike boulevard projects

Key trends: Safety, efficiency and law enforcement
Across the four categories, we saw the following five key trends emerge:
i) Protected bike lanes and boulevards
ii) bike locks in front of retail stores to prevent bike theft
iii) More efficient public transit
iv) Law enforcement on aggressive and distracted drivers
v) Promoting Road safety through a better infrastructure and raising-awareness programs

II. Summary about idea categories in ‘Transportation’
A) Public transit
The ideas in the first main category, Public Transit, were further divided to six subcategories:
Public transit mode, Public shuttles, School bus, Subsidizing public transit, Incentive to use
public transportations, Others, as shown in Table 2 and Figure 1.
Table 2. Idea subcategories in Public transit-category.
Main Category

Subcategory I

Subcategory II

Public transit

Public transit
modes

Increasing public transit
frequency and expanding
geographical reach

Subcategory III
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Note: Here participants
mentioned both frequency
and geographical reach.
Increasing public transit
frequency
Note: Here participants only
mentioned the frequency

More frequent
Caltrain
More frequent public
transportations in
general

Expanding public transit
geographical reach
Note: Here participants only
mentioned the geographical
reach.

Expand VTA light
rails to Palo Alto
More comprehensive
public transportation

Faster public transit

Public shuttles

Neighborhood shuttles
Last mile connection shuttles
Shuttle service on the
Arastradero/Charleston corridor

School Bus
Subsidizing
public transit
Incentives to
use public
transit

Free public transit

Less expensive Caltrain
Others

Ride sharing application
Underground Caltrain
Bus lanes
Tram system
Disabled only bus
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Public transit modes
This subcategory has four subcategories: Increasing public transit frequency and expanding
geographical reach, Increasing public transit frequency, expanding geographical reach and
faster public transit.
● Increasing public transit frequency and expanding geographical reach
Here participants mentioned both frequency and geographical reach.
● Increasing public transit frequency
In this subcategory, the ideas focus more on the frequency than on increasing
geographical reach. Most of the ideas are demands for a more frequent Caltrain.
● Expanding public transit geographical reach
In this subcategory, the ideas focused more on expanding the geographical reach than
on the frequency. One participant asked to expand the VTA light rails to Palo Alto while
another asked participant asked for a more comprehensive public transit.
● Faster Public transit
Public shuttles
This category was further divided to the following subcategories: Neighborhood shuttles, last
mile connection shuttles and Shuttle service on the Arastradero/Charleston corridor.
● Neighborhood shuttles
Here, participants proposed to expand public shuttles into more neighborhoods
● Last mile connection shuttle
Additional shuttles connecting south Palo Alto to trains, jobs and schools.
● Shuttle service on the Arastradero/Charleston corridor
School Bus
More school buses to reduce private commute.
Subsidizing Public transit
Here participants suggested that the city of Palo Alto should subsidize public transit.
Incentives to use public transit
This category contains two ideas: Free public transit; Less expensive Caltrain.
Others
This category contains 5 ideas: Ride sharing application, Tram system, Underground Caltrain,
Bus lanes, Disabled only bus.
● Ride sharing application
Safe ride sharing apps exclusively reserved to known community people.
● Tram system
A tram system that goes everywhere in Palo Alto, Mountain View, Menlo Park.
● Underground Caltrain
● Bus lanes
Special bus lanes
● Disabled only bus
Buses reserved to people with disabilities.

B) Non-motor powered transit
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The ideas in the second main category, Non-motor powered transit category, are further divided
to three subcategories: Infrastructure, Bike theft prevention, and More biking options.
Infrastructure
The category infrastructure is further divided into 4 subcategories: Bike lanes, safe bike
crossings, more bike friendly streets, and better biking safety.
● Bike lanes
The subcategory bike lane contains 5 different ideas: protected bike lanes, bike
boulevards, more bike lanes, smoother bike lanes, and off-road bike paths.
● Safe bike crossings
Safe bike crossing in busier streets like El Camino and in major highways like 101.
More bike friendly streets
Better biking safety
Bike theft prevention
The category Bike theft prevention contains the following ideas: safer bike parking near retail
stores, more bike racks in front of businesses, more bike lock locations, better bike parking,
more bike parking in shopping districts.
More biking options
This category contains 4 different requests: more pump stations, more bike rentals, more bike
share locations and financial compensation paid by the city of Palo Alto to those who bike.
Main
Category

Subcategory I

Subcategory II

Subcategory III

Non-motor
powered
transit

Infrastructure

Bike lanes

Dedicated bike boulevards
Protected bike lanes
More bike lanes
Smoother bike lanes
Off road bike paths

Safe bike crossings
More bike friendly streets
Better biking safety
Bike theft
prevention

safer bike parking near retail
stores
Unspecified
More bike racks in front of
businesses
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More bike lock locations
Better bike parking
More bike parking in shopping
districts.
More biking
options

More pump stations
More bike share locations
More bike rental locations
Financial compensation paid
by the city of Palo Alto to those
who bike.

C) Private transit
The ideas in our third main category, private transit category, were further divided to three
subcategories: Law enforcement, Reducing private transit, Personalized public transit.
These subcategories are elaborated in more detail in the following, and summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Subcategories in Private transit category.
Subcategory 1

Subcategory 2

Subcategory 3

Private transit

Law enforcement

Enforcing laws on distracted drivers
More tickets for motorists who talk on their cell
phones while driving.
More speeding tickets
More law enforcement on dangerous drivers

Reducing private
transit

Telecommuting
A Bay Area $.25/gal tax on gasoline & diesel
Tripling fuel prices

Personalized private
transit

Zip Cars with electric golf cars
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EV charging stations ubiquitous in Palo Alto
and Silicon Valley

Law enforcement
This category contains four main suggestions: Enforcing laws on distracted drivers, More tickets
for motorists who talk on their cell phones while driving, More speeding tickets, More law
enforcement on dangerous drivers.
Reducing private driving
This category contains three main ideas: Telecommuting, A Bay Area $.25/gal tax on gasoline &
diesel, Tripling fuel prices.
Personalized private transit
This category contains two suggestions: Zip Cars with electric golf cars, EV charging stations
ubiquitous in Palo Alto and Silicon Valley.

D) Big picture infrastructure
The main category Big picture infrastructure was further divided to two subcategories: Road
management, Regular advertising with the Utilities bill and newsletters about practicing safe
driving, Completion of Charleston-Arastradero Plan and other bike boulevard projects	
  .	
   These
subcategories are described in more detail in the following, and summarized in Table 4.
Table 4. Subcategories in Big picture infrastructure category.
Main Category

Subcategory I

Subcategory II

Big picture
infrastructure

Road management

Roundabout instead of lights
Bumps and timed lights
Make Arastradero one lane in each
direction with no widening to double lanes
and then back again to reduce drivers
aggressiveness
	
  
More signs to alert drivers to share the
road
Buttons at traffic lights that actually do
something - like stop the auto traffic to let
bikes across
Fix Miranda/Foothill intersection by
painting the road so that the curves
suggesting a hard right turn onto Miranda
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are a whole lot more visible
Regular advertising
with the Utilities bill
and newsletters
about practicing safe
driving
Completion of
CharlestonArastradero Plan and
other bike boulevard
projects	
  
Road management
This category contains 6 different ideas: Roundabout instead of lights, Bumps and timed lights,
Making Arastradero one lane in each direction with no widening to double lanes and then back
again to reduce drivers aggressiveness, More signs to alert drivers to share the road, Buttons at
traffic lights that actually do something - like stop the auto traffic to let bikes across, Fix
Miranda/Foothill intersection by painting the road so that the curves suggesting a hard right turn
onto Miranda are a whole lot more visible.
Regular advertising with the Utilities bill and newsletters about practicing safe driving
Completion of Charleston-Arastradero Plan and other bike boulevard projects	
  

Section 3: Open City Hall Ideas Analysis
The Open City Hall offers citizens another platform to share their ideas on the
transportation issue. This virtual meeting offers an opportunity for citizens to share their vision,
thoughts and solutions for the Palo Alto of tomorrow:
(http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/topics/open_city_hall.asp#peak_democracy).
Currently there are 29 respondents on Transportation Issue. We have analyzed 16
respondents’ ideas so far and will update the analysis with the virtual conversation goes on
during the year.
Using the same data organization method, we separate 16 idea clusters into 46 different
ideas. We found that most ideas also fall into our 4 main categories and the related
subcategories (see Table below).
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Besides finding similarities between ideas in the Open City Hall and in the Summit, we
also found some new ideas raised by respondents in the Open City Hall. For instance, in the
forth main categories, Big picture infrastructure, the ideas with a star are new ideas not raised in
Summit but raised in the Open City Hall. We see that in Open City Hall, a key trend in ideas is
participants want a better infrastructure on the road and bike corridors.

We will keep you updated about the Transportation Idea Report, and offer Idea Report on
Housing and Growth Management in August.
If there is any knowledge and skill we could contribute to your deliberation and evaluation, don’t
hesitate to contact us:
Tanja Aitamurto: tanjaa@stanford.edu
Kaiping Chen: kpchen23@stanford.edu
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Attachment F
Dear Chair Woodward:
The Mayors and City Managers of West Valley and North County cities have been meeting in recent
weeks to discuss regional transportation issues and our common interests in addressing the
transportation-related needs of our residents and businesses. A commitment to an innovative,
intermodal and geographically balanced transportation vision for Santa Clara County is critical to the
continued growth and vitality of the Silicon Valley as well as the quality of life of its residents.
The Valley Transportation Authority’s (VTA’s) current effort to update the list of projects to be included
in the Valley Transportation Plan (VTP) 2040 provides Valley leaders with a critical opportunity to shape
a new and transformative long-range vision for transportation in Santa Clara County.
Representatives of the West Valley and North County cities believe that in addition to VTP project
requests submitted from each city, a stronger “systems” perspective is needed to support an integrated
regional strategy and decisions on future mass transit investments. Specifically, the cities signing this
letter respectfully request that the VTA initiate a comprehensive study, leading to an alternatives
analysis and formal Federal environmental review process and clearance, to develop a system-wide plan
that integrates future mass transit investments in Santa Clara County with connections to other
counties, via such systems as Caltrain, as well as community-level systems and “first/last mile”
strategies. The study’s initial focus should be on the Highway 85/U.S. Route 101/State Route
237/Interstate 280 corridors, recognizing the changing dynamics of commute patterns within the
Peninsula, East Bay and southern Santa Clara County.
The undersigned cities all agree that it is imperative that work on this study begin as soon as possible, so
that the study can inform near-term project funding decisions, and that the study process include
consideration of the formation of a joint powers advisory board.
Thank you for your attention to this request.

